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Abstract—Irregularly sampled triangular meshes contain
vertices in a geometric space with arbitrary connectivity degrees. From a compression point of view, this letter presents a
multiresolution analysis for irregular meshes using progressive
vector quantization (VQ). We show that VQ exploits the joint
distribution of coordinates in the geometric space, thus improving
the compression efficiency. Based on the presented compression
algorithm, we further propose an equalization algorithm that
properly balances between connectivity downsampling and geometry quantization and achieves the optimal rate-distortion
performance under constrained bit rates.
Index Terms—Compression, connectivity, geometry, irregular
mesh, multiresolution, rate-distortion performance, vector quantization (VQ).

I. INTRODUCTION

T

RIANGULAR meshes are the most widely used data
format in computer graphics applications. Unlike regularly sampled data such as images, triangular meshes are often
represented by vertices with 3-D spatial coordinates (geometry)
and interconnected with arbitrary degrees (connectivity). In
mathematical words, a triangular mesh is denoted by a pair
, where
is a set of
points, and is a complex containing the topological information. is a union of three sets defined on the index set of
: vertices
, edges
, and faces
. Hence,
.
Multiresolution compression for irregular meshes is performed by downsampling the topology using edge-collapse
operations, predicting the coordinates of the collapsed vertices, and coding the prediction residuals along with needed
connectivity information that tells which edges should be split
to recover the collapsed vertices [1]–[4].1 Entropy coding is
commonly used in the existing algorithms to compress the
coordinate residuals in separate spatial dimensions. Vector
quantization (VQ) [6] has been introduced in single-resolution
mesh compression [7], [8] to code the vertex geometry jointly,
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1Wavelet-based algorithms (e.g., [5]) reported higher compression efficiency
than the above methods by resampling the irregular mesh to be semi-regular
before compression, which alters the connectivity of the original mesh in a noninvertible manner. Here we limit our discussion to algorithms that preserve the
original connectivity.

whereas its incorporation with a multiresolution hierarchy has
not been studied. Such a study is valuable, as the predictive
structure in multiresolution compression is essentially different
from that in its single-resolution counterpart. In this letter, we
propose to use progressive VQ [9] in multiresolution 3-D mesh
compression. The presented algorithm is referred to as VQM
throughout the letter. By developing a hierarchical predictive
coding structure, we show that VQM not only improves the
rate-distortion performance considerably but also attains a finer
granularity in the multiresolution hierarchy compared to the
preceding algorithms.
In multiresolution compression, both connectivity downsampling and geometry quantization reduce the bit rate while introducing certain distortion [10]. Our further investigation on
multiresolution irregular meshes seeks the best tradeoff between
the connectivity downsampling and the geometry quantization
when the overall bit rate is constrained. Under the framework of
VQM, we propose an equalization algorithm to accomplish the
goal, which performs bit allocation between connectivity and
geometry toward the optimal rate-distortion performance for a
given bit-rate constraint.
II. VQM ALGORITHM
The diagram of the proposed VQM algorithm is presented
in Fig. 1. Briefly, the algorithm can be summarized in three
is downsampled to gensteps: 1) The full-resolution mesh
erate different levels of details,
, by successive
half-edge collapses. Each half-edge collapse operation merges
one vertex of an edge to the other, which affects only the neighborhood of the collapsed vertex. The corresponding connec, is encoded
tivity information for collapsed vertices,
, is buffered. 2) The base
while the geometry data,
mesh is encoded using single-resolution mesh compression algorithms, e.g., [11]. 3) The enhancement geometry data are enby a predicted progressive VQ
coded sequentially from to
algorithm. In this basic structure of VQM, the processing on
connectivity closely follows the existing algorithms, while essential differences exist in the processing of the geometry data.
In this section, we address these differences. Interested readers
are referred to [4] for further details of the connectivity coding.
A. Bottom-Up Predictive Coding
The existing compression algorithms such as CPM [4] use
scalar quantization and the input mesh is pre-quantized before
downsampling. Thus, the geometry data of collapsed vertices
are immediately coded after the downsampling (half-edge collapse) operations. In other words, those algorithms are implemented in a top-down structure. In contrast, VQM encodes the
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the VQM algorithm. (a) VQM encoder. (b) VQM decoder.
Fig. 2. Distribution of the prediction residuals for the HORSE model with five
enhancement layers. (a) First layer. (b) Fifth layer.

geometry data in a reverse order after all the downsampled levels
are generated (see Fig. 1), which formulates a bottom-up coding
structure. This bottom-up structure is essential for the predictive nature of the multiresolution compression, as it ensures that
the predictions performed at the encoder and the decoder exactly match. In particular, the prediction of the th-level geometry data, , must be based on the reconstructed version of the
, denoted by
. The higher resolution mesh,
mesh
, is then reconstructed by upsampling
with decoded
th-level enhancement connectivity and predicted vertices refined by de-quantized geometry residuals. This procedure can
be expressed by the following relationship:

(1)
where
and
represent the functions of vertex prediction and vector quantization, respectively. Note that in general,
, the unit function, due to the lossy property
is the decoded th-level geometry (lossy recovery),
of VQ.
and is the decoded th-level connectivity (lossless recovery).
denotes the set of prediction residuals (vectors)
for the th-level geometry data. More explicitly, for each point
,
, its spatial coordinates are predicted from its
as follows:
1-ring neighbors:

(2)
is a 1-ring neighboring point of vertex on the reconwhere
structed mesh
. Herein, we use
to denote the size of a
set. Now, for vertex , the reconstructed point
on mesh
is computed by

(3)
is the residual of the predicted point
where
its original version .

from

B. Vector Quantization
To introduce VQ, we first investigate the distribution of the
prediction residuals. Fig. 2 presents a demonstration on the prediction residuals for a test model, where Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are
for two different downsampled layers, respectively. For each of
the two layers, subplots (i–iv) show the separate distributions of
the -, -, and - components and the joint distribution of the
components, respectively. It is observed that the distribution of each component is highly nonuniform with higher
components
probability density near the origin, and the
are also tightly correlated, which promote the introduction of
VQ toward higher compression efficiency than scalar quantization (with entropy coding). Furthermore, comparing Fig. 2(a)
with Fig. 2(b), we note that the residual distributions of different enhancement layers are also different. The first layer has
the largest covariance, while the last layer has the smallest covariance, which implies that the quantization performance can
be further improved by using different quantization schemes for
different enhancement layers.
We employ a progressive full search algorithm [9] to perform
VQ in VQM. Two steps are necessary to implement the progressive full search VQ: 1) designing the full rate codebook and 2)
designing the full search progressive transmission tree and the
corresponding intermediate codebooks. The first step is a general VQ codebook training problem. In order to obtain global
optimal codebook, in this letter, we implement a reduced complexity stochastic relaxation (SR) algorithm [12] rather than the
widely used suboptimal GLA algorithm. With the full rate codebook, the progressive transmission tree and corresponding intermediate codebooks can be designed with all the methods discussed in [9]. The intermediate codewords give the full search
VQ codebook a successive approximation character.
The progressive VQ procedure in the encoder is as follows.
The geometry prediction residual vector is first encoded through
an exhaustive search of the leaves of the full-search progressive
transmission tree. Then the tree index of the selected codevector
can be decoded progressively by traversing the tree one bit at
a time from the root to the selected leaf. At the decoder, with
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We solve the problem in (4) in the following two steps.
1) Assuming the number of layers encoded is
, determine the optimal number of the bitplanes
for the geometry of each layer

(5)

Fig. 3. Rate-distortion curves for two test models. (a) HORSE (39 698 triangles).
(b) VENUS HEAD (67 170 triangles).

each bit decoded, the decoder displays the intermediate codevector located at the internal node being visited in the tree. With
the progressive vector quantization, the coding efficiency is improved, and a finer progressive granularity is also obtained.
Summarizing the preceding description, we have presented a
VQ-based compression algorithm for irregular meshes (VQM).
The algorithm successively downsamples the irregular connectivity to generate hierarchies and codes the geometry using
progressive VQ following a bottom-up predictive structure,
which provides bit-by-bit geometry progressiveness.
III. CONNECTIVITY-GEOMETRY EQUALIZATION
In the multiresolution compression, both connectivity downsampling and geometry quantization reduce the bit rate while
introducing certain distortion. If the overall bit rate for coding
the connectivity and geometry is limited, one may choose to
greatly downsample the connectivity while finely quantizing
the geometry or to coarsely quantize the geometry while maintaining a high sampling rate for the connectivity. Naturally, a
proper balance between downsampling the connectivity and
quantizing the geometry becomes important in order to incur
the least distortion. In this section, we address this equalization problem under the framework of VQM, using its refined
progressive granularity.
Mathematically, for a given bit rate (to simplify the notation, the bit rate for coding the base mesh is not included in
in the following discussion), the problem addressed here can be
stated as

(4)

where denotes the number of layers, which will be encoded
layers in
under the given bit rate constraint (totally
and
denote
the whole multiresolution hierarchy);
the bit rates for the th layer’s connectivity
and geometry
, respectively; and is the corresponding distortion, which is evaluated by the mean-squared surface distance
[13] between the resolution-reduced mesh and its full-resolution
version.

In (5),
corresponds to the case where all the layers
corresponds to
are encoded in full precision, and
the case where all the layers are encoded at a minimum
bit rate, which is defined as the connectivity data plus
the least number of bit planes for geometry that are required for the upsampling operations to obtain a higher
resolution hierarchy.2
and the
2) Determine the optimal number of layers
corresponding optimal bit rate for geometry of each
layer by comparing all the solutions obtained in 1) for
all possible

(6)
The second step in the above procedure is straightforward,
while the first step is more sophisticated. An exhaustive search
requires an exponential computation time and is infeasible when
becomes large. For a fast solution, we deploy a steepest descent search approach, which gains in the computation at a cost
of reaching a possibly local optimal solution. To perform the
steepest decent search, we treat the number of layers and the
corresponding minimum bit rate as the initial state. Then, at each
stage, we have choices, i.e., adding one more bit-plane to either of the layers’ geometry. We compare the rate-distortion
slope for these cases and choose the one that has the steepest
slope. The process is repeated until the given bit rate is reached.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental results for the proposed VQM algorithm and compare it with the CPM algorithm
[4]. CPM is considered as an improved version of the progressive forest split algorithm [2], which is the core of the 3-D mesh
coding (3DMC) tool standardized in MPEG-4. In our experiments, the training set for VQ design is kept separate from the
test set. Fig. 3 presents, for two test models, the rate-distortion
curves of the comparing algorithms. In each case, the original
model is downsampled into five layers with the exactly same
downsampling patterns for both algorithms to make the comparison fair. For this reason, the first points on the rate-distortion
curves for the two algorithms coincide, since they start with the
same base representation. It is observed that, for all the tested
2The upsampling operation splits the collapsed vertex and refines its coordinates with the decoded prediction residuals. It is observed in our experiments
that in order to reduce the mean-squared surface distance after upsampling, a
small (but nonzero) number of bit planes are needed to encode the prediction
residuals.
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smoother visualization is provided by Fig. 4(c). The difference
is also captured by the measured MSE results.
The model in Fig. 4(c) is encoded without the connectivitygeometry equalization. In Fig. 4(d), we present the encoded
model by performing the connectivity-geometry equalization
under the same bit rate. Both objective and subjective results
are further improved in Fig. 4(d), due to the subtle balance between connectivity downsampling and geometry quantization.
Fig. 4(e) and (f) provide a clearer illustration on such a difference by rendering a partition of the triangulated mesh surface as
marked in Fig. 4(c) and (d). Comparing Fig. 4(f) to Fig. 4(e), one
can see that the higher rate-distortion performance is achieved
by compensating the quantization precision of predicted geometry residuals for the sampling rate of connectivity. It should
be pointed out that in general, such compensation may be performed in both ways, with the common objective of minimizing
the resulting distortion under the overall bit rate.
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we proposed a VQ-based compression algorithm
(VQM) for triangular meshes with irregular connectivity. This
algorithm includes several components: multiresolution mesh
representation realized by downsampling, geometry prediction
in a bottom-up structure, and full search progressive VQ. Compared to the existing algorithms, the VQM algorithm not only
improves the rate-distortion performance but also obtains a finer
progressiveness. Based on VQM, an equalization algorithm was
developed to subtly balance between the connectivity downsampling and the geometry quantization toward the minimum distortion under a constrained bit rate.
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